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Today’s security professionals are faced with unprecedented threats to maintaining
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a secure environment for employees, visitors, and valuable assets. For many, the days
of worrying only about admitting/denying access and recording video are long behind

do great harm.
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them. There is as much concern about cyber-attacks as there is about threats against
physical properties because the two are now inextricably linked. The need for security
manufacturers to be cyber-savvy is more important than ever before.

Cyber Protection Program: Beyond simple device hardening
Born from decades of providing critical physical security solutions to the US Government and multi-national
customers, Tyco Security Products’ Cyber Protection Program is one of the industry’s first programs to offer
a holistic approach to cybersecurity for physical security products.

Reduce Cyber Security Risk from the Ground Up
Tyco Security Products’ Cyber Protection Program combines best practices in secure product
development, testing and evaluation, and configuration guidelines for compliance.
The Program’s Six Part Approach to Cyber Protection for Physical Security Products looks far beyond
components and devices. The scrutiny begins with the initial product concept and requirements, continues
through analysis of system design and programming, and culminates with final testing, integration and
evaluation.
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WHY IT MATTERS ?
Potential consequences of weak

Cyber Protection Team:
Proactively Monitoring and Managing Cybersecurity Risks
Not all security manufacturers’ cyber security programs are equal because not all

cyber protection:

engineering teams are equal. Our autonomous Cyber Protection team, an independent
branch of the development group, has deep process control knowledge and

• Disabled systems resulting in

specialized expertise in cyber concerns with physical security systems. With authority

lost productivity and revenue

and responsibility of managing the Cyber Protection Program, the team monitors
compliance with our best practices:

• Stolen personal data resulting in
loss of customer trust, denigration

Secure Product Development Practices

of brand, and ultimately lost profits

Our highly trained engineers with secure coding and testing backgrounds drastically reduce
the possibility of inadvertently introducing vulnerabilities during product development.

• Stolen Intellectual property resulting
in customers lost to competitors

Inclusive Protection of Components and Systems
Our holistic approach includes the ability to secure systems with a range of capabilities to

• Fines from regulatory

complement diverse security needs. For example, a C∙CURE 9000 and iSTAR access control
system can be configured to support some of the most stringent controls necessary for secure
network communication.
	
Configuration Guidelines for Compliance
We provide comprehensive guidelines on how to configure C∙CURE 9000, VideoEdge and victor
systems to assist customers in complying with their identified regulatory requirements.
	
Testing Procedures
The Cyber Protection team employs rigorous, continuous testing, both internally and with an
independent test house, to minimize the risk of software updates and new configurations of our
cyber program-compliant products introducing new vulnerabilities.

R apid Response to Vulnerabilities
When vulnerability is announced, the team quickly assesses the situation, distributes an advisory
bulletin, and follows up with fully qualified patches.
Education and Advocacy
In addition to maintaining critical training and development certifications, our Cyber Protection team
travels the world, speaking and advocating for the rigorous protection of all security systems.

Tyco Security Products:
A Global Leader in Security. A Trusted Provider of Cyber Protection.
Tyco Security Products develops some of the world’s leading access control and video solutions. Our
initial cybersecurity work with our Software House access control solutions, American Dynamics video
management systems, and Illustra IP cameras has set the bar very high, and we are committed to
employing the same cyber-safety mindset throughout our product portfolio.

For more information on our program, visit www.tycosecurityproducts.com/cyberprotection.aspx
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